WHO WE ARE:
CAMPO URBANO
4410 N. Ironwood Hill Drive
Tucson, AZ 85745
Ranch phone: 520.743.7544
Ranch fax: 520.743.7568

Working at Campo Urbano includes managing
the land in a way that allows the native flora and
fauna to thrive. Most animal habitats are left
undisturbed and the ranch agenda is altered to
suit the needs of the land and wildlife.
When you visit, you will notice Campo Urbano’s
commitment to reducing waste and reusing
repurposing resources and materials.
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We have several programs at the ranch to serve
Pima County. We provide employment for adults
with disabilities. By providing hands on experience in a variety of green vocations, participants
develop vocational skills beneficial to increasing
opportunities for successful community based
employment. We offer most of the Campo del
Oeste programs at the ranch, including youth
groups, nature-based experiential therapy, and
equine assisted learning.

sustainable
practices
camino de oeste

Campo Urbano is a 7-acre
ranch located on the West
side of Tucson, Arizona.
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For more information please contact:

SAGE

332 S. Convent Avenue
Tucson, AZ 85701
Office phone: 520.622.3933
Office fax: 520.670.9221

A program of sage - easter seals blake foundation
our hours are monday - friday, 8am - 5pm

CAMPOURBANO.ORG
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Campo Urbano powers one of the
largest buildings on the property
with solar panels that recylce its
energy through a portion of the
property. We are in the process
of becoming 100% solar!
One of the largest constructions in
the last few years was the
development of the ranch’s new
green house. It houses many of the
ranch’s vegetables in a controlled
environment.
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Our facilities are built to
reuse grey water directly
from our plumbing to awaiting
trees and gardens located
directly outside the
buildings.
The ranch has 3 working
water sisterns to harvest
rainwater which will later
be used to nurish our
gardens.
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We not only implement sustainable
practices at Campo Urbano, we also
honor the wildlife and wilderness by
keeping most of the property as
native desert. One of the most
important things we can do as an
environmentally-conscious program
is to allow the present ecosystem
to function by its own means.
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Almost everything gets composted
at the ranch, but most of all is our
animal waste which, after a long
process of decomposition in the
sun, gets reused in our garden beds,
green house and adobe.

In 2008, we installed 3 raised-garden
beds which we use to teach our
youth participants how to grow
and harvest seasonal vegetables.
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One of the more famous
aspects of the ranch is our
outdoor-worm pit. Kept in
a cool and damp place, we
compost a portion of our food
and plant waste here for the
worms to snack on.

After completing most of the gardens
the extra dirt is used to create
abobe bricks in the sun. Many of the
new structures you can see around
the property are made from this
very process, including our new
outdoor oven!
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Campo Urabano’s 7-acres are home to a variety of hands-on experimental projects
based around the cultivation of local ecosystems and engaging the lives of its
participants. Campo Urbano’s projects stress the importance of
self-awareness through community, equine, and nature-based
practices. We provide experience in green vocations to
adults with developmental disabilities and outdoor education
to low-income youth, while constantly supporting
the property’s animals and wildlife.
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At the ranch we
harvest eggs from
our chickens and
milk from our goats
to be sold later at
local farmer’s markets.
Our animals are one of
the most important aspects
of our program: Campo Urabno
is home to a variety of horses,
chickens, goats, tortises, and more.
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